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Gilles Deleuze – The Deleuze Seminars (deleuze.cla.purdue.edu), summaries: Charles J. 

Stivale 

On A Thousand Plateaus IV, 1978-1979 

 Although only one session from this academic year has been preserved, and only as a 

fragment of the session, Deleuze’s frequent references to this seminar during the following year 

help us provide more substance to this seminar overall. In the first two sessions of the following 

year’s seminar (November 6 & 13, 1979), Deleuze provides a succinct statement of the foci of 

1978-79, explaining: 

“I outlined how we were increasingly led to distinguish, at least abstractly, from the point 

of view of the concept, between ‘war machine’ and ‘State apparatus’, and how at the end of the 

year, we touched more and more on the following question: if the war machine is defined … by a 

certain mode of space, by a certain mode of organization, etc., that is to be radically 

distinguished, from the conceptual point of view, from what one finds in the State apparatus . . .,  

where can such a thing [as the State apparatus] come from? And this thing, throughout the course 

of last year, we haven’t stopped defining it … as an apparatus of a very special type, that is to 

say: the State apparatus is an apparatus of capture.” (TDS ATP V 2-131179) 

In light of the review in these opening sessions in November 1979, we can determine that 

topics Deleuze had previously emphasized corresponding to sections in A Thousand Plateaus:  

He indicates the terminal point of the previous year’s work, the material for which he 

develops (with Guattari) in plateau 13, “7000 B.C. – Apparatus of Capture”. The key points from 

this plateau that he indicates in the 1979-80 opening session are: the mutilated and dual nature of 

the man of the State apparatus (ATP, pp. 425-427); nomads being responsible for the invention 

of the war machine (ATP, p. 430); linkage of armies and war machines and development of war 

machines in smooth space with the State apparatus developing in a striated space (ATP, p. 448); 

Second, given the emphasis on the spaces of the nomadic war machine, Deleuze 

considers much of the material corresponding to plateau 14, “1440 – The Smooth and the 

Striated”, notably, the relation of labor and bureaucracy in light of the aforementioned borrowing 

of signs and tools (ATP, p. 490); however, 

Third, Deleuze seems to have discussed considerable material corresponding to plateau 

12, “1227 – Treatise on Nomadology – The War Machine”, notably regarding: issues of labor in 

relation to spaces of the war machine (ATP, pp. 381-398); the place of sentiments and affects in 

the State apparatus-war machine exchanges, especially as related to justice (ATP, pp. 399-400); 

signs and tools in the nomadic war machine borrowed from the State apparatus (ATP, pp. 400-

403); the place of itinerancy in the phylum occupied by humans and in which the history of 

metallurgy became important consideration (ATP, p. 410); 

Finally, throughout the 1979-1980 seminar, Deleuze refers to additional foci considered 

the previous year, notably work by Pierre Clastres (especially, La société contre l’État), while 

and phenomena of gangs (bandes) and packs correspond at once to an intervention by Guattari in 

the ATP I seminar (session 2) and to a section of A Thousand Plateaus plateau 12 dedicated to 

Clastres (pp. 357-361). 

Hence, the seminar summarized below allows us to situate many of the important foci of 

the previous years within the framework metallurgy, specifically, and the nomadic war machine 

more generally.  
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Session 1, February 27, 1979 

For this sole session available in this academic year, the WebDeleuze transcript furnishes the 

title “Metal, Metallurgy, Music, Husserl, Simondon,” linked to earlier comments by Richard 

Pinhas on the importance of a metal temporality (ATP II.3, May 3, 1977) and here, of metallic 

synthesis. Having spoken previously of the “process of metallization” linked to smooth and 

striated space, i.e. matter flow, as well as with a different sort of duration and even with 

“metallic affects”, he raises a second point regarding two possible technological lines, a crystal 

type (about which he says Deleuze spoke the year before) with singular powers, and a metal 

type. Pinhas describes the crystal type as different sorts of filterings in variable musical 

harmonics while he links to metallic, brass-heavy music to the blacksmith’s metal affect, and 

suggests also that these two lines collide with a third synthesis producing cosmic, molecularized 

elements. In response, Deleuze develops his own perspective on brass-heavy music (Berlioz, 

Wagner) and the blacksmith-music link, with Varèse straddling the brass tradition and electronic 

music, and after referring to Paul Klee’s belief in his work’s links to Mozart’s, Deleuze returns to 

Varèse’s work on a sound line and links to optical phenomena and metallic syntheses, also 

recalling myths joining the blacksmith and metallurgy to the musician and music. Deleuze then 

links this to the previous discussion of the meaning of “materialist proposition”, regarding 

movement-matter or energy-matter, the table as a break in a flow of wood (Cf. A Thousand 

Plateaus, pp. 406-411), then seeks confirmation of these ideas from Husserl whom Deleuze as 

confirming the notion of matter in motion, bearer of singularities and traits of expression. 

Deleuze proposes a work by Simondon (L’Individu et sa genèse physico-biologique (1964, pp. 

35-60) in which what is essential occurs between form and matter, between mold and clay, 

particularly the shift to an equilibrium between the two. Deleuze describes metal’s peculiar 

situation in terms of sensory intuition, i.e. a fundamental procedure by which every assemblage 

is consolidated, a co-extensivity of metal and matter, metal as conductor of matter. Deleuze 

points to ancient metallurgy to see this straddling of thresholds, metallurgy or metal as 

consciousness of matter itself, described by Simondon, matter conceptualized as continuous 

variation. Deleuze continues several other aspects of metals, notably no fixed order in alloys, and 

metal as non-consumable, i.e. possibilities of remaking the ingot. The session ends (interrupted) 

with Deleuze connecting to Pinhas’s remarks by suggesting that these traits of metallurgy are 

shared by music. 

 
 


